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About This Game

Tribe Of Pok is a tribal survival strategy game featuring a deeply simulated environment. You manage a tribe of hunter-
gatherers, helping them survive and thrive in a savage world. As you become more prosperous, rival tribes will take notice. At

first they will judge you based on appearances, but you can change their opinion based on the actions you take.

Simulated Natural Environment
The natural environment is heavily simulated. Water flow, ground saturation, evaporation, fertility, temperature and humidity all
contribute to shaping world. Cut down all the trees and eventually they will stop regrowing. Use up all the water in a pond and it

will be dry until the rains return.

Day/Night and Seasonal cycle
Temperature and humidity are affected by the time of day and season. Winters can be harsh with below-freezing temperatures,

so keep the camp fires going to prevent hypothermia.

The Circle of Life
Plants and animals adhere to the circle of life. Plants absorb organics from the soil as they grow, produce fruit during maturity

and return organics upon death. Animals travel in herds around the map trying to fulfill their own needs. For predators, this
means hunting other animals when hungry. For prey, this means running away from anything that views them as dinner.

Nature is the Ultimate Provider
Almost everything you need will come from nature. Plants are harvested for their produce, animal carcasses are butchered for

materials and rocks are broken down to make tools.
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Procedural World
Each time you start a new game, the world is procedurally generated. You can select which biome you want to embark on,

which will affect yearly temperature and rainfall patterns, animals and plant species, and the ground layers that make up the
world.

Craft the Tools of Survival
Craft spears to defend against wildlife and other tribes, axes to cut down trees and awls to make clothing. Some tools are even

capable of performing several tasks. The stone knife speeds up fire creation, but can also be used as a weapon in a pinch.

Stop the Decay
Food left in the open decays very quickly. Build pits to slow down this process. Don't place it too close to camp, or the warmth

from a campfire will speed up decay. If the pit gets wet, any food inside won't last very long either. It's all part of the deep
simulation that drives Tribe Of Pok.

Build Monuments
Guide your tribe to prosperity by building monuments of the Stone Age. Arrange individual stones however you like, we

provide the pieces for your designs!

Take Charge in Combat
When danger approaches, quickly take control of Pokian Warriors in Combat Mode to deal with the threat. In Combat Mode,

you can select and order Pokians around just like in a real time strategy game.

Diplomacy & Discovery
A unique diplomacy system where foreign tribes will initially judge you based on appearances. As they learn more about you,

other factors will come into play that influence your relations. If your actions annoy them too much, watch out for raiding
parties that will come to destroy you.
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It's a cute, entertaining Asteroids-style Newtonian space shooter with some Roguelike elements, a bit of humor, a nice spacey
and retro vibe, and an easy to understand but actually rather interesting ship customization system.

And, thankfully, no sideways thrusters, which are just silly in games like this.. I like the word games the most. Includes
Crosswords, Word find, and Spot the Difference puzzles. I even bought the second Puzzler World.

Its not for everyone but its worth the buy when its on sale and if anything its good for when you need a game to wind you down
after a long day.. Very Nice Hunting Game. I can confirm this works on the Oculus Rift with Touch Controllers. I had no idea
what I was doing, but somehow I was making music. Perfect for people who have no musical talent.

Rating 6/10 messed around and got a triple double, plus it's free. Addicting isn't a strong enough word for CubeWorks. With
multiple different game modes from solving puzzles to frantic tetris-like high score stages, there really is a lot to take in here.
Multiple different environments with lots of replayability across all levels, you won't find yourself getting bored.

Takes a little practice to figure out combos and multi-matches (I strongly recommend going through the tutorial) but once you
get it down, there's really a lot of options and strategy that you can implement in your play style.

CubeWorks really uses the VR medium well and makes use of your play area. One of the better VR games I've played to date,
and I've played a lot. If you like puzzles, or games like Tetris or Job Simulator for those frantic moments, you'll be very happy
with this game.. Looks good , have played with the provided sets but cant figure out how to make the trains go or how to save.
Probably in the demo. But too tited to look now.. Fun little game for the price. Could use more types of emenys etc to lenghten
game play.. Loaded with grammatical errors, the english translation is literally missing for several fish and furniture names.
Horrid soundtrack, it seems to be some public domain new age techno weirdness. The fishing minigame is painful, unless you're
trying to hook a basic starter fish you need the hand eye coordination of Iron Man to have any chance of catching the damned
things and keeping the three sliders happy. Several fishing locations aren't even in the game yet, just listed as Coming Soon.

For a full release, even the 60% off I paid was too much. Hello refund.. Warning to people planning to 100% this game. I had a
hard time with "Treasure Hunter" because it appears the game does not save properly. I didn't complete all tokens in one sitting,
and when I decided to continue hunting for other tokens on another play session, all the previously acquired tokens are gone. I
had to start over. It sucks...

Still like the game for the challenge. But it can get frustrating at times due to games bad hit detection. *you can die even when
spikes are down*. Man I wish my computer could handle this game. Its so intense. Like both my overclocked i3 cpu and rx 580
gpu are at 100% usage the whole time I play this game! The tradeoff is some unbeatable graphics and high fps.
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incomplete game, gathering values are not equal. Okay, so since I'd seen from previous reviews that the dragons would be
expensive, I'd started my park with a lot more funds than I usually would've. I didn't require a tutorial because I'd played all the
other expansions, and I've gotten to tenth generation Fire Dragons so far. I guess I find this more interesting than other users
because I've always been more focused on breeding than doing Missions.. Great story and art! Can't wait for Chapter 2.

I'd recommend, if you enjoy visual novels or stories in general.. Keep in mind that this is aimed for younger audiences. I did not
enjoy the writing, but I am probably not in the age range. Going to recommend it since it is priced right and it fills a void in a
genre that does not have enough to choose from.

I was distracted by the juvenile writing, but I wouldn't go as far as to say it was unbearable. Just be prepared for it.. I live in the
country and just went through a septic tank (sewage) problem and out of just fun I was thinking heh let's play this game "Darm
Matter" since the name itself reminded me of my poop experience recently. well what I didn't expect is for this experience to
get worse. First a big foot slaps up on the scream for the companies logo of what appeasrs to be flying poop of all shapes and
sizes. So, I start up a campaign and start firing away at this floating poo and all be the firing sounds like terds going into a toilet.
Then trying to figure out the controls which wasn't WASD I get pop up tutorial and thrust uncontrablly into the flying poo while
firing terd noises and collide with the upmost and grossest plop noise like more poo hitting the bottom of a sceptic.

Now if you've ever played Asteroids on Atari then picture than with flying crap on the scream with toilet noises to match and
you get Dark Matter.

Any game that reminds me of my sewage experience with a name to match with flying terds and noises too match is thumbs
down. I should be paid for the nightmares about terds I will have I am forever mentally damaged from this game.

Bottom line:
It's a terd of a game.....LITERALLY.
. Great game! Simple, easy to pick up and play. It's a workout too. Prepare to do a ton of squats to catch those grounders, then
pop back up to catch a fly ball.

I didn't think a VR game could improve my hand\/eye coordination, but I'm betting that someone practicing their grounders and
fly balls could really benefit from playing this game.

It's not a game with 100 different modes, but it doesn't need it. Just go out there and catch some baseballs!. This game is
awesome. If anyone has played Halo Reach, Halo 3 or even just watched Red VS Blue, chances are you will ahve memories of
Grifball. This is Grifball on steroids. This is everything you wanted out of Grifball. This is the Grifball standalone. But dont just
think of this game as Grifball, this game has more potential than your mother ever thought you had. This game is early access so
there are some bugs and some things to be improved such as including East and West US dedicated servers (This is being
worked in but is hard as the game is based out of Europe). When people hear "Early Access Game" they think not ready or not
enjoyable or possibly not even interesting. This proves those people wrong. The amasing thing about this game being Early
Access is that it can only get better and go up from here.
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